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Abstract
e authors propose an approach to encoding variants of leers in the Church Slavonic language within the Unicode standard via the use of variation sequences. Eight Cyrillic characters are
considered, because they have been identiﬁed as having variant glyph forms that have an orthographic or grammatical signiﬁcance in Church Slavonic incunabula, early printed texts in Russia,
or texts of the Synodal period of a Kievan provenance. It is proposed to select variants implicitly
via the use, where possible, of contextual substitution rules in OpenType or SIL Graphite, which,
where necessary, can be overwrien explicitly by the use of variation selectors. For these purposes,
it is also proposed to encode the base form of each character as a variation sequence. e list of
proposed variation sequences is provided in Table 1.
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Variation Sequences

e Unicode standard encodes characters, not glyphs. However, as the Unicode standard admits (p.
556), sometimes “the need arises in text processing to restrict or change the set of glyphs that are to be
used to represent a character.” In formaed text, such changes are indicated by choice of font or style.
However, in some situations, the need arises to select glyph variants in a plain text environment where
resorting to font-level techniques is impossible or inconvenient. is is especially the case when the
displayed glyph form has a particular grammatical or typographical signiﬁcance.
For this purpose, Unicode provides variation selectors – combining marks that provide a “mechanism for specifying a restriction on the set of glyphs … [or] specifying variants … that have essentially
the same semantics but substantially diﬀerent ranges” (ibid). A variation sequence consists of a base
character and a variation selector and is interpreted by the rendering system as aﬀecting the appearance of the base character. Variation sequences are not a general code extension mechanism; rather,
only those sequences are allowed that are “deﬁned in the ﬁle StandardizedVariants.txt in the Unicode
Character Database” (ibid).
Standardized variation sequences are currently implemented in the Unicode Standard (version
6.2) for the display of variant glyph forms of some mathematical characters; glyph variants used for
Japanese emoji; and for glyph variant forms used in Mongolian and Phags-Pa, where the appearance
of the glyph is dictated by complex rules of orthography. Chapter 13 of the Unicode standard describes
the use of Variation Sequences in Mongolian:
Some leers have additional variant forms that do not depend on their position within
a word, but instead reﬂect diﬀerences between modern versus traditional orthographic
practice or lexical considerations – for example, special forms used for writing foreign
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words. On occasion, other contextual rules may condition a variant form selection. For
example, a certain variant of a leer may be required when it occurs in the ﬁrst syllable of
a word or when it occurs immediately aer a particular leer …
When a glyph form that cannot be predicted algorithmically is required (for example, when
writing a foreign word), the user needs to append an appropriate variation selector to the
leer to indicate to the rendering system which glyph form is required.
On the basis of this discussion, it can be seen that variation sequences in Unicode can serve one of
two purposes in displaying a text in a given writing system.
Contextual glyph forms used outside of context. In a writing system, certain characters may
need to be represented by a speciﬁc glyph form based on context. For example, characters may take
diﬀerent glyph forms when they occur in the initial, medial, or ﬁnal position; when they occur in
combination with or next to other characters; or when they occur with the presence of diacritical
marks. In these instances, the appropriate glyph form is typically selected by specifying the relevant
rules to the rendering system via a font technology such as OpenType or SIL Graphite. However, in
some instances, it may be necessary to invoke the contextual glyph form outside of its usual context
or to override the default contextual substitution behavior. In these instances, the use of variation
sequences is appropriate.
Grammatical or orthographic variants. Some characters may have diﬀerent glyph forms depending on complex rules of grammar and spelling in the underlying writing system and language. e
glyph forms are still treated as the same character – they have the same semantics and for purposes
of listing the “alphabet” of the writing system are the same character. However, their use indicates
that a word may have a diﬀerent meaning, a diﬀerent function, or a diﬀerent etymology. In these
instances, contextual prediction of the glyph form is impossible without resorting to the use of dictionaries and artiﬁcial intelligence. us, variation sequences provide an appropriate mechanism for
specifying which glyph form should be used.

2

Application of Variation Sequences

Pentzlin (2011) has identiﬁed two ways in which a variant glyph may be selected:
• explicitly, when the user speciﬁcally inserts the relevant variation selector to deﬁne a variation
sequence that the rendering system interprets as a glyph variant;
• implicitly, by a higher-level protocol (typically appropriate rules in OpenType, SIL Graphite,
or similar technologies) which instructs the rendering system to interpret a speciﬁc occurrence
of the base character as if it were be followed by the variation selector which constitutes the
variation sequence.
Implicit selection occurs whenever a locale-speciﬁc glyph selection or a contextual glyph substitution takes place. Explicit selection is the approach to be taken whenever the user needs to select a
grammatical or orthographic variant, to select a contextual glyph form outside of context, or to override implicit selection. In order to facilitate the overriding action of explicit selection, it is necessary
to also provide explicit variation sequences for the standard (base) glyph form to be used whenever an
implicit selection is to be avoided. e examples below demonstrate this functionality.

3

Variation Sequences vs. Other Meanisms

Other mechanisms can be contemplated for selecting glyph variant forms. In particular, the following
come to mind:
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3.1

Use of Advanced Typographic Features

Advanced typographic features are presently available in two technologies – OpenType and SIL Graphite. When a glyph variant needs to be speciﬁed explicitly, that is outside of context, contextual glyph
substitution in either technology cannot be used. Instead of using variation sequences, one could contemplate resorting to alternative glyph selection mechanisms, namely, in OpenType, the Stylistic Alternatives feature and the Stylistic Sets, and in SIL Graphite, developer-deﬁned “optional features.” In
both technologies, these features were designed to allow various typographical eﬀects, for example,
alternate glyphs that would give words an informal appearance or add some graphical eﬀect to the
typeface. e user could select a glyph variant at the font level by “turning on” the particular font
feature.
However, there are a number of problems with this approach. First, it is contingent on the presence
of fonts and OpenType and Graphite aware applications. While fonts could be embedded into webpages – and this technology is supported in most modern browsers – and into PDF documents, there
is no way to “embed” fonts into text documents. Nor is there any standardized methodology at the
moment to turn on advanced typographic features in HTML (clearly an oversight on the part of W3C).
e storage and exchange of texts on the Internet, on the other hand, is done in a text-only format
(or, at most, using a markup language). Reliance on these features would require the bundling of fonts
together with texts and the correct display of the texts would be contingent on the user’s ability and
desire to install and correctly use the font and relevant OpenType or Graphite aware soware. Second,
and more importantly, while the Unicode standard is a universal standard for encoding, there is no
universal standard for font features. Font developers may choose to implement OpenType features,
Graphite features, or both. ere is no requirement that developers implement the same features and
there is no naming conventions for these features (in fact, the name of the Graphite feature is entirely
up to the developer). ere is no mechanism for requiring developers to map a speciﬁc variant form to a
speciﬁc feature. us, in practice, this approach would make the distribution of texts outside of a closed
platform-soware system impossible because the given text would only be properly displayed when
bundled with a speciﬁc font that uses a speciﬁcally-named Graphite or OpenType feature, speciﬁcally
selected in the text via some markup language.

3.2

Ad-hoc Markup Languages

e second option is to supplement the encoding of these variant glyphs at the font level with the use
of an ad-hoc markup language. For example, an XML-like approach to encoding the word м е́ю would
look something like this:
м<variant num=”1”>о</variant>е́ю
A rendering system could be used to select the necessary glyph form by “turning on” a speciﬁc
font feature or replacing the base glyph with another glyph mapped in the Private Use Area. Such
an approach would supplement any markup used to store non-textual material in text-only data – for
example, data about color, alignment, pagination, font face, font size, and so forth. However, there
is a fundamental diﬀerence between the storage of color and font face information and the encoding of glyph variants; namely, the color or font information is an aribute of layout while the glyph
variants are a part of the text itself. Color, outside of a limited number of writing systems (for example, Znamenny and Byzantine Music notations), while signiﬁcant in the layout, does not provide any
grammatical or orthographic information.
Essentially, the use of markup language for encoding glyph variants constitutes a return to 8-bit
codepages and ad hoc markup languages such as the HIP standard described in passing below. It suﬀers
from a number of problems. Namely, it requires the use of a processor (interpreter or renderer) to preprocess a text and covert it from computer code into a human-readable appearance. Coupled with the
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fact that the display of these glyph variants in the human-readable form would still be contingent on
the use of OpenType or Graphite aware fonts and applications (or on the encoding of glyphs in the
Private Use Area), this approach would again restrict the exchange of text data by limiting the end
user to a limited set of applications that both support OpenType and can be scripted (for example,
XƎTEX or a web browser) or that can allow the installation of add-ons that can perform conversion
between the markup language and some private-use encoding scheme (for example, Microso Oﬃce
or LibreOﬃce). Indeed, this would be a step backwards from the existing HIP standard, because at
least the HIP implementation already provides a set of tools for converting HIP-encoded texts into an
ad-hoc 8-bit encoding whereas in this standard, such tools would have to be created once again.

3.3

Encoding additional glyphs

Another approach is to encode the glyph variants as standalone characters in Unicode. Despite the
fact that “Unicode encodes characters, not glyphs”, the standard does include certain characters that
arguably are glyph variants and not standalone characters. One such example from the Cyrillic block
is the glyph encoded at U+A641 and called Cyrillic Small Leer Zemlya; it could be argued that this
is not a leer at all, since it consistently appears in both printed and manuscript texts as a variant of
U+0437, Cyrillic Small Leer Ze.
However, encoding glyph variants as separate characters at their own codepoints raises a number
of practical problems. First, none of the proposed variant glyphs has a capitalized analog. is means
that the capitalized analog for each of these glyph variants is the capitalized analog of the base glyph.
Yet any capitalization function must be bijective (invertible); this means that we must not only encode
the glyph variants but also encode capitalized forms that do not diﬀer visually from the capitalized
form of the base glyph. Clearly, such an approach would lead to confusion.
Encoding glyph variants as separate characters leads to a second implementability issue. Namely,
the contextual rules that govern the selection of a glyph variant need not be the same in diﬀerent
locales or typefaces. at is to say, the same text may be rendered in diﬀerent ways depending on
the speciﬁed contextual rules. If instead of relying on contextual rules that can be overwrien by
the use of variation sequences, we allow variant forms to be “hard-coded” at the codepoint level, the
interoperability of a text is lost. Put diﬀerently, the same text occurring in two diﬀerent locales not only
has a diﬀerent visual appearance but also has a diﬀerent underlying encoding. is leads to problems
for search and matching, string comparison, and similar operations, although it is foreseeable that these
problems could be alleviated by an appropriate collation tailoring. Nonetheless, the approach creates
more problems for the end user than is desirable. is would doubtlessly lead to incorrect results among
those developers not aware of the intricacies of the Slavonic writing system; at a minimum, these
issues would need to be adequately addressed in the annotations to the characters and / or Unicode
documentation.

4

Chur Slavonic

Church Slavonic is a highly codiﬁed, living, literary language used by the Slavs. Presently, various
recensions of Church Slavonic are used by Slavic Orthodox Churches, such as the Russian Orthodox
Church, and by Slavic Byzantine-Rite Catholic Churches. Historically, the language was used not only
for liturgical texts and religious literature but also for secular academic literature, such as grammars,
lexicons, and even astronomical treatises. is proposal will only focus on Church Slavonic texts
printed in the Cyrillic alphabet. e issue of properly encoding the texts printed in Glagolitic will be
considered in a separate proposal.
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4.1

Recensions of Chur Slavonic

With the advent of the printing press, Church Slavonic developed a number of printing traditions
that we term “recensions.” ese recensions have somewhat diﬀerent orthographic and grammatical
rules, especially when they apply to glyph variants. We identify three recensions: that of South and
West Slavic Incunabula, early Polu-ustav (semi-uncial) type; and Synodal Polu-ustav type. e last
of these, Synodal type, is the recension used since the early 1700’s and up to today in the liturgical
books of the Russian Orthodox Church. Early Polu-ustav reﬂects the printing traditions of Moscow
and Lithuania in the 17ᵗʰ Century; the Muscovite version of Polu-ustav continues to be imitated in
the printed books of the Old Ritualists – those Russian Orthodox who did not accept the reforms of
Patriarch Nikon. Incunabula are the ﬁrst set of Slavonic books printed in the West Slavic and South
Slavic lands, particularly the editions of Schweipolt Fiol in Cracow (c. 1500); the editions of Božidar
Vuković, whose 1517 Sluzhebnik opened the work of a Serbian press in Venice; and those by Francysk
Skaryna, who between 1517 and 1519 printed the Bible in 22 volumes in Prague. Each printing tradition
has somewhat diﬀerent rules that govern the use of glyph variants.

4.2

Existing Encoding Models

In addition to other, architectural, considerations, Cyrillic glyph variants need to be encoded in Unicode to maintain backward-compatibility with existing encoding standards and thus to assure that
text can be correctly converted from these standards to Unicode. Two such legacy encoding models
are widely used – the Hyperinvariant Presentation (HIP) and the so-called Belgrade standard. e HIP
standard uses an 8-bit encoding and an ad-hoc markup language to represent Church Slavonic text using an expansion of the CP1251 Cyrillic codepage. Since the HIP standard includes most of the variant
forms discussed in this proposal, the absence of a standardized approach to encoding these variants in
Unicode has made the full conversion of text from HIP to Unicode impossible. is has led to adverse
aﬀects for the community of Church Slavonic scholars and users, because no universal standard for
text and soware applications currently exists.
If some characters or variants are not available in the Unicode standard, users or developers may
choose to encode them in the Private Use Area (PUA). One such approach is the Belgrade standard
discussed by Kostić et al. (2009), which uses the PUA to encode Slavonic text. e problem with the use
of the PUA is that it is, by its very deﬁnition, private; thus, any encoding scheme that places characters
in the PUA is not suitable for working with text outside of a closed soware-platform environment. e
PUA should only be used to encode entities used internally by soware, but not to encode text meant
for distribution to a wide audience. In summary, there exists a need to standardize the encoding of
these glyph variants in Unicode in order to achieve compatibility with the HIP and various private-use
schemes. A full transition of the user community to Unicode will not be possible until these variants
are added to the repertoire of Unicode. In listing the glyph variants in the Table below we also provide
their analogs in HIP and the Belgrade Standard for reference.

5

Chur Slavonic Glyph Variants

is section lists the glyph variant forms that have been identiﬁed based on an exhaustive study of
modern and early Church Slavonic printed texts; that is, of printed texts of the Synodal, Poluustav,
and Incunabula recensions. We note that for purposes of this proposal, we are not concerned with
manuscripts, except as a point of reference to support the origins of various typographical conventions.
All of the proposed glyph variants are summarized in Table 1.
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Sequence
U+0432 U+FE00
U+0432 U+FE0F
U+0434 U+FE00
U+0434 U+FE0F
U+043E U+FE00
U+043E U+FE0F
U+0441 U+FE00
U+0441 U+FE0F
U+0442 U+FE00
U+0442 U+FE01
U+0442 U+FE0F
U+044A U+FE00
U+044A U+FE0F
U+0463 U+FE00
U+0463 U+FE0F
U+A64B U+FE00
U+A64B U+FE0F

Table 1: Table of Proposed Variation Sequences
Glyph Name
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE VARIANT-1
ROUNDED VEDI
в
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER DE VARIANT-1
LONG-LEGGED DOBRO
д
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER DE BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER O VARIANT-1 NARROW ON
о
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER O BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ES VARIANT-1
WIDE SLOVO
с
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ES BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE VARIANT-1
TALL TVERDO
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE VARIANT-2
OLD-STYLE TVERDO
т
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER HARD SIGN
VARIANT-1 TALL HARD SIGN
ъ
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER HARD SIGN BASE
FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER YAT VARIANT-1
TALL YAT
ѣ
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER YAT BASE FORM
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER MONOGRAPH UK
VARIANT-1 CHECKMARK-SHAPED UK
ꙋ
CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER MONOGRAPH UK
BASE FORM
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HIP
-

Belgrade
-

в
<д>

E053
-

д
<о_>

E055
E069

о
<с>

E06A
E167

с
<т>

E06F
-

<|т|>

-

т
<ъ>

E070
-

ъ

E080

<jь>

-

jь
<оv>

E086
-

у

E072

5.1

Cyrillic Letter Ve Variant

is is a variant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (0432), known as the “round form” for its characteristic shape. is form appears in incunabula of a West Slavic provenance as well as in later Poluustav
printed texts of a Lithuanian or Kievan provenance. In Figure 1 we present an example from the Bible
of Francysk Skaryna, printed in Prague circa 1519. In this particular example, the variant form is used
whenever the leer Ve does not take a diacritical mark (combining leer, titlo, or payerok) and the
base form is used whenever the leer Ve occurs with a combining mark. However, observe that when
the leer Ve occurs under a titlo not in a contraction but as the numeral 2, the variant form is used.
us, the variant form is a contextual glyph variant that sometimes is used outside of context.
While this usage is the norm in Skaryna’s edition of Exodus, it does not hold elsewhere in his Bible.
In some places, Skaryna’s usage of the two glyph variants appears to be haphazard and even whimsical,
as can be seen from Figure 2. ere has yet to be a critical study of Skaryna’s text and so the extent
to which he followed any given rules and the extent to which his usage inﬂuenced others has yet to
be established. In addition to its use in the Bible of Skaryna, the variant form of Ve also occurs in the
Ostrog Bible published by Ivan Fedorov in Lithuania in 1581 and other sources. Based on our study of
the sources, however, it is clear that the usage of this glyph cannot be predicted algorithmically and
thus must be handled via a variation sequence.
Figure 1: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). Source:
Bible printed by Francysk Skaryna, Prague, circa 1519.

Figure 2: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Ve (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). Source:
Bible printed by Francysk Skaryna, Prague, circa 1519.

5.2

Cyrillic Letter De Variant

is is a variant of the Cyrillic Small Leer De (0434), known as the “Long-legged Dobro”. In the
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Figure 3: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer De (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). Note
that both forms can occur in initial or medial positions. Source: Apostol, Moscow: Tipograﬁa of Ivan
Fedorov, 1564.

Figure 4: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer De (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). Note that
the variant occurs in medial position while the base form in initial position but only the base form is
used for numerals. Source: Typicon, Kiev: Lavra of the Kiev Caves, 1893.

Figure 5: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer De (boxed in black) used for numerals. Source: Typicon, Kiev:
Lavra of the Kiev Caves, 1893.
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manuscript tradition of the Poluustav era, the base form was wrien in the initial position while this
variant was wrien in the medial or ﬁnal positions. is convention was carried over to the Lithuanian
print tradition, and can be observed in the printed text of the Statutes of Lithuania (Karsky, 1979, p.
186). However, unlike scribes, typeseers began to use both forms indiscriminately; this was particularly the case in Moscow, where the base form was used when the amount of vertical space between
lines of text was limited or a collision needed to be avoided with diacritical marks on the line below.
Figure 3 presents the typical usage of both the base form and the variant form in a text of Muscovite
provenance. e usage of the two glyphs is completely haphazard and cannot be predicted algorithmically. is usage can still be observed today in texts published by Old Ritualists, who have maintained
a print tradition that mimics the older Muscovite type forms. Eventually, the variant form completely
fell out of use in Muscovite typography and, with rare exceptions, it does not occur in Synodal texts
of a Muscovite origin.
However, the variant form continued to be used extensively in Synodal editions of a Kievan provenance. Figure 4 presents an example from a Synodal recension book published in Kiev where it can
be clearly observed that the base form is used in initial position and the variant glyph form is used
in medial position, in keeping with earlier rules of usage. However, whenever the leer De occurs as
part of a numeral, only the base glyph form is used. is become even clearer from looking at Figure 5,
which presents a calendrical chart out of the same book. It can be observed that, when it occurs as part
of a numeral, the leer De is encountered only in the base glyph form, regardless of position. Since in
charts of numbers, the titlo used to indicate that the leers form a numeral is oen omied (as is the
case in this example), it is impossible to predict algorithmically that the group of leers constitutes a
numeral and thus impossible to use contextual rules to select the base glyph form.
In summary, the leer De variant is a contextual glyph form that oen occurs outside of context.

5.3

Small Letter O Variant

is is a variant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer O (043E), known as the “Narrow On”. is form
is widely used in Slavonic typography of all recensions. In the earliest Poluustav printed texts, rules
governing the usage of this glyph variant were not ﬁxed, and so this glyph form may be found both in
the medial and the ﬁnal positions and may be either accented or unaccented. is can be observed in
Figure 6. In later printed editions, the usage stabilized and the narrow form came to be used whenever
the leer O does not take an accent, while the base form was used in the accented position. is is true
of modern texts printed by the Russian Old Ritualists. However, this usage was not always adhered
to strictly, as can be observed from Figure 7. us, this glyph is a contextual variant that oen occurs
outside of context.
In addition to the base form, Unicode includes the wide form of the Leer O, called “Round Omega”
(047B). is wide form is used in Church Slavonic orthography in a very speciﬁc circumstance: only
in the initial position, for example, in the word ѻ҆ ц҃ ъ (father), or, when in the medial position, as the
initial leer of a stem in a compound, as in the word пра́ѻц҃ ъ (forefather, ancestor). Since it has a speciﬁc
grammatical function – to indicate the ﬁrst leer of a root that starts with о – this form should not
be used to encode the base form of the Leer O (043E). We can observe from Figure 7 that all three
forms of the Leer O (043E, 047B and the Variant Form) may occur in a typeface and all may be either
accented or unaccented. It follows that it would not be correct to use the “Round Omega” to encode
the base form of the Cyrillic Leer O and to use the codepoint of the Cyrillic Leer O to encode the
narrow variant.
In modern Synodal typography, the variant form of the leer O is encountered extremely rarely,
only as an apparent space-saving device; here it would need to be accessed every time explicitly via a
variation selector.
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Figure 6: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer O (boxed in black) and Variant Form (boxed in red). Note that
both forms can occur with or without an accent. Source: Oko Tserkovnoye, Moscow: Pechatnyi Dvor,
1610.

Figure 7: Note the use of three forms of the leer O – the typical Cyrillic Small Leer O (boxed in
black), the Cyrillic Leer Round Omega (boxed in indigo) and the Variant Form (boxed in red). Source:
Prolog, Moscow: Tipograﬁa of the Moscow Old Believers, 1915.
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Finally, both in Poluustav and in Synodal recension texts, the narrow form of the glyph occurs as the
ﬁrst glyph of the digraph leer у. In fact, writing оу instead of у is generally not correct.¹ Unicode had
initially encoded the digraph Uk as a standalone character (0479). However, the typographic tradition
strongly suggests that it is properly treated as two glyphs; for example, when in a text the initial leer
of a paragraph is set in red type, it is typical for only the о glyph to be set in red and not the entire
у digraph. Likewise, the capitalized form of the digraph may be either Оу or ОУ, depending on the
context. us, the codepoints 0478 and 0479 should be considered deprecated and the digraph у is
most properly encoded as 043E 0443. is scheme demonstrates clearly that the narrow On is in fact a
contextual variant: in the context of 043E 0443, the leer O is always displayed as the narrow variant,
unless in very rare instances (such as in this paragraph, see above) it is necessary to override the
contextual behavior. e overriding action takes place by explicitly selecting the base glyph.

5.4

Small Letter Es Variant

Figure 8: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Es (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). Source:
Trebnik of Metropolitan Peter (Mohyla), Kiev: Lavra of the Kiev Caves, 1646.

Figure 9: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Es (boxed in blue) and variant form (boxed in red). e capital
form has been boxed in black. Source: Menaion for February, Kiev: Lavra of the Kiev Caves, 1893.

is is a variant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer Es (0441), known as the “Wide Slovo”. is form
is only encountered in initial position and only in texts of a Kievan provenance. In Kievan texts of
the Synodal recension – that is, modern liturgical texts of the Russian Orthodox Church – this variant
¹But it does occur in some publications, notably in the 1619 Grammar of Meletius Smotrytsky. is existence of such
exceptions bolsters the need to encode variation sequences in order to override contextual substitution rules.
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form is used in words that refer to the Divinity but are not divine names (nomina sacra). is can be
clearly seen from Figure 9. Observe that the variant form (boxed in red) is used as the initial leer of
the word св тъ (light) when it refers to Christ (“light of the Gentiles”, an allusion to Luke 2:32). On the
same page, we observe the base form of the leer used in the same word св тъ (light) when it refers
to a saint (“light upon a candlestick”, an allusion to Mahew 5:15). us, the variant is used in the ﬁrst
example simply to distinguish that the word light in this context refers to Christ. Observe also that
the variant form is not a capital form of the leer Cyrillic Es, since the capital form may also be seen
on this page in the word Сѷмеѡ́ нъ (Symeon), a proper name, and in the word Сп҃съ (Savior), a nomen
sacrum, both boxed in black.
In earlier printed texts of the Poluustav era, the typographical and orthographic rules were less
rigid, but the same general paern of usage may be observed. Figure 8 presents an example from the
Trebnik (Euchologion) of Metropolitan Peter (Mohyla), a monumental 17ᵗʰ Century text that is still
important both as a practical reference for clergy and as a fundamental primary source for the study
of the development of Eastern Orthodox ritual. In this text, both forms of the leer Es are encountered
(as well as the capitalized form), though the paern of usage is less clear. e base form appears to be
used in conjunctions and other less important words while the variant form is used for nouns. With
regular frequency, the demonstrative pronoun се́й (this one) and its declined forms are wrien with
the base form when they refer to an object or concept, and wrien with the variant form when they
refer to a person.
It can be surmised from this discussion that the variant form of the leer Es is a grammatical variant
and is used to communicate grammatical or syntactical information out of a desire to make theological
texts as precise as possible. As such, the usage of this variant cannot be predicted algorithmically and
it must be speciﬁed explicitly by use of a variation selector.

5.5

Small Letter Te Tall Variant

Figure 10: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Te (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). e variant
form appears to be used as a space-saving device. Source: Trebnik of Metropolitan Peter (Mohyla), op.
cit.

Figure 11: Cyrillic Ligature Te Ve (boxed in red). e variant Tall Tverdo occurs as the ﬁrst component
of this ligature. Source: Trebnik of Metropolitan Peter (Mohyla), op. cit.
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is is a variant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer Te (0442), known as the “Tall Tverdo”. is glyph
commonly occurs in Poluustav printed editions, where it is used as a space saving device. e typical
usage is demonstrated in Figure 10. Liturgical texts are commonly laid out in justiﬁed alignment. In
the earliest printed Church Slavonic texts, hyphenation (the transfer of a portion of a word to a new
line) was avoided out of a desire for theologically precise language. When texts are typeset without
any hyphenation, if the amount of inter-word spacing cannot be further reduced, the leer Te can be
represented using this variant form to obtain additional kerning with the preceding leer.
In storing digital versions of these texts, it is important to preserve the use of this variant for two
reasons. On the one hand, the need exists to use digital methods to study and analyze the typographic
conventions used by early typographers. On the other hand, in producing either reprints of older texts
(such as the Trebnik of Peter Mohyla) or new texts, there is oen a need to imitate early typographic
conventions; for example, many Old Ritualist texts are still printed without hyphenation, and thus use
space-saving glyph variants.
In modern technologies, some functionality is provided via the JSTF table in OpenType, which
can allow font developers to specify rules for selecting and positioning various glyphs in justiﬁed text.
Some selection of space-saving glyph variants can be handled by specifying the appropriate substitution rules in the JSTF table. However, the need then immediately arises to override the automated
substitution rules or to present space-saving glyph variants outside of context (for example, in documentation accompanying fonts and computer soware). In addition, in a plain text seing, the text is
stored independently of layout information, and so the glyph variant must be speciﬁed explicitly via
the use of variation selectors.
In some instances, where even more space-saving compression is desired, adjoining leers Te and
Ve are wrien in Slavonic texts as the ligature ; in these cases, the Tall Tverdo variant forms the ﬁrst
component of the Te-Ve ligature, as can be seen in Figure 11. e ligature components are joined by
the use of the Zero Width Joiner (200D). In instances where the two components need to be displayed
independently (as in в), the variant form must again be speciﬁed explicitly via the use of variation
selectors. (For the display of ligature components independently, Unicode recommends the use of the
Zero Width Non-Joiner, but in this instance, it would provide the undesirable result т в, as the Te
component would be displayed using the base glyph form).

5.6

Small Letter Te Old-Style Variant

is variant of the Cyrillic Leer Te (0442), also called (in the HIP standard) the “three-masted tverdo”
and wrien with all three vertical strokes touching the baseline ( ), has a complex history. According
to Karsky (1979, p. 198), in the 15ᵗʰ Century, this becomes the most prevalent form of the leer Te in
Church Slavonic manuscripts. What later becomes the base form (or perhaps the tall form) is used in
the manuscript tradition as a space-saving device. is is demonstrated in Figure 12. In printed editions
of Church Slavonic texts, the base form (т) begins to dominate, and the old style form gradually drops
out of usage. Some editions, particularly of Lithuanian or Ukrainian provenance, however, use both
forms interchangeably, perhaps to imitate the manuscript tradition. We demonstrate an example of
this usage in Figure 13.
On the other hand, the Old Style variant of the leer Te becomes the dominant form of the leer
in printed Russian (vernacular) texts through the 19ᵗʰ Century, until it is replaced by the base form in
more recent publications (see Figure 14 for examples of this usage).
When Church Slavonic or vernacular Russian texts are encoded in Unicode, the default form of the
leer Te should be provided at the font level. us, a Church Slavonic font imitating the orthographic
traditions of older manuscripts should use the old style variant by default. In some instances, the
base form needs to be selected explicitly, and this is accomplished via the use of a variation selector.
Likewise, fonts designed to imitate the orthographic traditions of 19ᵗʰ Century Russian should use the
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Figure 12: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Te (boxed in black) and Old Style variant form (boxed in red).
e variant form is the more prevalent form in this manuscript, and is used by default. Source: Kanonnik, a Poluustav manuscript wrien in 1616.

Figure 13: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Te (boxed in black) and Old Style variant form (boxed in red).
Both forms are used interchangeably, and may occur either in initial or medial position. Source: Flowery Triodion, Lvov, 1642.

Figure 14: e Old-Style variant form of the leer Te (boxed in red) used in vernacular Russian. Source:
a printing of Aleksandr Pushkin’s Eugene Onegin, St Petersburg, 1825.
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old style form by default, with the possibility of selecting the base form via the use of a variation
selector. On the other hand, Church Slavonic fonts designed for Synodal-era texts and Cyrillic fonts
designed for modern Russian should use the base form by default, with the possibility of selecting the
variant form via the use of variation selectors. We propose to name this form the Old-Style form of
Tverdo in the Unicode standard, since it is the form used in “old” Russian type. Alternatively, the name
“ree-masted Tverdo” may also be used.

5.7

Small Hard Sign Variant

A number of early Church Slavonic publications (particularly, those by the Moscow Anonymous Typograﬁa), use a variant of the Cyrillic Small Leer Hard Sign (044A). is variant form is used as a
space saving device in texts with right-justiﬁed alignment because the le tip of the hard sign kerns
above and over the preceding leer. is usage can be seen in Figure 15. e typographic tradition
featuring this variant of the hard sign reﬂects the earlier manuscript tradition. In later publications,
with the advent of hyphenation under the inﬂuence of Western typographical norms, this usage was
largely forgoen. Nonetheless, for the reasons outlined above in our discussion of the Tall Te variant,
this space-saving character needs to be preserved in the digital storage and reproduction of those texts
where hyphenation is undesirable or inappropriate.
Figure 15: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Hard Sign (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red).
e variant form appears to be used as a space-saving device. Source: Gospel Book published by the
Anonymous Typograﬁa, 1553.

5.8

Small Yat Variant

e texts that use the variant form of the Hard Sign also use a variant form of the Cyrillic Small Leer
Yat (0463). is variant form is likewise used as a space-saving device, as can be seen in Figure 16. In
the manuscript tradition of Slavonic Poluustav, the leers Re and Yat are sometimes wrien together as
a ligature ( ). is is demonstrated in Figure 17. When creating a digital version of these texts encoded
in Unicode, the characters are combined into a ligature via the use of the Zero Width Joiner. As in the
example above with the Te-Ve ligature, when the elements of the Re-Yat ligature need to be displayed
independently (as in р ), the correct variant of the Yat needs to be selected explicitly via the use of a
variation sequence.
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Figure 16: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Yat (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in red). e variant
form appears to be used as a space-saving device. Source: Gospel Book published by the Anonymous
Typograﬁa, 1553.

Figure 17: Example of the Re-Yat ligature. Source: Izmaragd, Moscow, 16ᵗʰ Century.
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5.9

Small Letter Monograph Uk Variant

In Synodal Church Slavonic, the orthography has been standardized and the digraph у always occurs
in the beginning of words while the monograph form ꙋ occurs in medial or ﬁnal position (and never in
initial position). However, such standardization is not the case in earlier recensions, including Poluustav Church Slavonic texts, where the monograph form and the digraph form of the leer are used
more or less interchangeably. In some Poluustav editions, we ﬁnd a variant of the Cyrillic Small Leer
Monograph Uk (U+A64B) used when the monograph Uk takes a Psili (breathing mark). is variant
form is called the “checkmark-shaped form” because of its characteristic appearance. Its evident purpose is to avoid complexities of positioning the breathing mark within the branches of the base form
of the Uk character (as in ꙋ҆ ). In Figure 18 we show an example of the variant form used in initial
position and in Figure 19 we show the same variant form used in medial and ﬁnal positions. Note that
in all of these examples, the base form and the digraph form у occur in addition to the variant form.
While the selection of the variant form of the Uk character in these instances can take place at
the font level via the use of advanced typographic features, instances may arise when the variant
form needs to be used without a breathing mark. In such instances, the variant form must be selected
explicitly via the use of a variation selector. In other instances, it may be required to turn oﬀ the
default contextual substitution behavior of the font, in which case the base form of the leer needs to
be selected explicitly with the use of a variation selector.
Figure 18: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Monograph Uk (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in
red). Note also the use of the Cyrillic Small Leer U (as part of the digraph у). Source: Gospel Book
published in Vilnius, 1575.

6

Implementation

is section discusses the proposed implementation of Cyrillic variation sequences in Unicode. As was
discussed above, in Poluustav typography, the Cyrillic Leer O usually occurs in the base form when it
takes a diacritical mark and as the narrow variant when it occurs without any diacritical marks. ite
frequently, this default behavior must be overridden explicitly. We have then the following examples:
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Figure 19: Typical Cyrillic Small Leer Monograph Uk (boxed in black) and variant form (boxed in
red). Note also the use of the Cyrillic Small Leer U (as part of the digraph у). Source: Book on Fasting
published in Ostrog, 1594.

Render
мо́й
м й́
мй
мой

Encoding
U+043E U+0301
U+043E U+FE00 U+0301
U+043E
U+043E U+FE0F

Comments
Base form occurs in context
Variant form selected explicitly
Variant form occurs in context
Base form selected explicitly (overriding contextual substitution)

ese examples demonstrate that in most cases, the selection of the correct glyph form is relegated
to the rendering system, which chooses the necessary glyph on the basis of contextual rules. In those
instances when the contextual rules must be overwrien explicitly, the presence of the variation selector speciﬁcally forces the rendering system to select the desired glyph. is is a much more ﬂexible
approach, since the alternative approach – not relying on contextual substitution but explicitly selecting the narrow glyph whenever it occurs – would require the end user to enter the variation selector
explicitly every time a narrow glyph variant is required. Given that the narrow glyph form of the On
can account for up to 50% of the occurrences of the Leer O in Poluustav text, such an approach would
be tedious.
Allowing the glyph selection to take place implicitly with occasional explicit overriding has one
additional beneﬁt. Consider the same example, but now in the Synodal recension of Church Slavonic,
where the narrow On is used only on very rare occasions:
Render Encoding
Comments
мо́й
U+043E U+0301
Base form displayed as expected
м й́
U+043E U+FE00 U+0301 Variant form selected explicitly
мой
U+043E
Base form displayed as expected
мой
U+043E U+FE0F
Explicit selection of base form has no eﬀect (no contextual
rule to override)
Under this implementation, the underlying text in both examples is encoded identically. At the font
level, the contextual substitution rules determine the selection of the desired glyphs for each locale –
Synodal recension or Poluustav recension. If the user needs to select the appropriate glyph outside of
context, this is done by explicitly invoking the variation selector.

6.1

Rationale for Encoding Base Form as Sequence

Relying on contextual rules to select the correct glyph form most of the time is contingent on the
existence of a mechanism to override contextual substitution. We propose to deﬁne such a mechanism
18

by explicitly encoding the base glyph form as a variation sequence.
Alternatively, one could contemplate the use of the Zero Width Non-Joiner (ZWNJ, U+200C) as
a control character that overrides contextual substitution. is is somewhat problematic because of
the currently deﬁned behavior of the ZWNJ. e ZWNJ is presently used to “obstruct the normal ligature/cursive connection behavior” and is to “have the desired eﬀect naturally for most fonts”, meaning
that no special rules involving ZWNJ need to be wrien at the font level (Allen et al., 2012, p. 551).
In other words, the sequence of characters [base char], ZWNJ is not treated as a ligature itself; rather,
in the sequence of characters [base char], ZWNJ, [second char], the contextual rules between [base
char] and [second char] are ignored. In the above examples, where the contextual substitution rules
are deﬁned on the basis of the presence of diacritical marks, the presence of ZWNJ would not only
obstruct contextual substitution rules but also obstruct the correct positioning of the diacritical mark
over the base leer. us, to use the ZWNJ to override contextual substitution in these examples is
impossible.
If the Unicode Consortium chooses not to encode a variation sequence for the base variant form,
the functionality of ZWNJ would need to redeﬁned so that in fonts, the sequence [base char], ZWNJ is
always treated as a ligature substitution, resulting in the base glyph form of the character. However,
this may have undesirable adverse eﬀects for other writing systems – such as Arabic or Devanagari –
that rely on the ZWNJ for shaping behavior.

7

Summary

e following entries are proposed for addition to StandardizedVariants.txt:
U+0432 U+FE00; VARIANT -1 ROUNDED VEDI; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE
U+0432 U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER VE
U+0434 U+FE00; VARIANT -1 LONG - LEGGED DOBRO; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER
DE
U+0434 U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER DE
U+043E U+FE00; VARIANT -1 NARROW ON; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER O
U+043E U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER O
U+0441 U+FE00; VARIANT -1 WIDE SLOVO ; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ES
U+0441 U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ES
U+0442 U+FE00; VARIANT -1 TALL TVERDO ; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE
U+0442 U+FE01; VARIANT -2 OLD - STYLE TVERDO ; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER
TE
U+0442 U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER TE
U+044A U+FE00; VARIANT -1 TALL HARD SIGN; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER
HARD SIGN
U+044A U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER HARD SIGN
U+0463 U+FE00; VARIANT -1 TALL YAT; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER YAT
U+0463 U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER YAT
U+A64B U+FE00; VARIANT -1 CHECKMARK - SHAPED UK; # CYRILLIC LETTER
MONOGRAPH UK
U+A64B U+FE0F; BASE FORM; # CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER MONOGRAPH UK
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